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Abstract:
A number of related approaches to cognition and consciousness have been gaining momentum in the 
literature in recent years, emphasizing the active, embodied nature of the mind and grounding mental 
states and processes in the interaction between mind, body and world. These approaches are here 
gathered under the title "enactive". Given a working hypothesis, that there is a meaningfulness to our 
conscious states that seems fundamental to those conscious states, implications of this enactive 
approach to mind are outlined. It is argued that taking such an enactive approach implies a 
fundamental role for motivational states and goals, which currently lack an explicit explanation in 
consciousness studies or Cognitive Science more generally. An enactive framework for considering 
goals is sketched, and two of the more dramatic implications for our understandings and 
investigations of consciousness are outlined.
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Introduction: A Working Hypothesis

Consciousness is many things to many people. Definitions are usually futile, and sweeping 
statements invitation to dismissal as much to argument. Progress must be made, however, and to this 
end let us begin with a claim, a sweeping statement, a launching point for an argument about the 
nature and structure of consciousness. The hypothesis is this: There is a meaningfulness to our 
conscious states that seems to be fundamental to those conscious states. Whatever else it may be, 
consciousness, being aware of ourselves or the world, seems meaningful. Being conscious of 
something seems at least in part for that thing to have some meaning for us. Our relationship with the 
world seems mediated by this relationship. It is not one of simple occurrence, but one of interaction. 
We are not rocks in a stream of experience, but agents actively involved with our environment, our 
world. 

This claim, if sensible, has some important implications for theories of consciousness. It is not 
necessary to be insolubly wedded to it, but it would seem fair to say that it is sufficiently prevalent in 
the literature on consciousness to warrant investigating its implications in some depth. In particular, 
this claim, coupled with a view on mind and consciousness fast gaining momentum in the literature, 
has some important and fundamental ramifications for theory and research. The view on mind and 
consciousness is the enactive approach, a perspective on cognition that makes central our nature as 
agents in the world. There are a number of facets to this approach, many of which arose 
independently within subdisciplines of Cognitive Science. Though there is no united front to this 
perspective put forward in the literature, the present paper will try to draw out the common themes 
which bear implications for our investigation and understanding of consciousness.

In what follows, we will first very briefly deal with two possible counterexamples to the claim 
that consciousness is bound up with meaningfulness, then outline the form of enactive approach that 
will be dealt with here, finding commonalities in the work of Varela, Thompson & Rosch (1991), 
Hurley (1998), O'Regan & Noë (2001) and others. This will include drawing out implications 
concerning the kinds of concepts that must be clearly described if an enactive approach is to hold 
together. In particular the concept of perspective, which is defining of an agent and subject in the 
world will be examined and given a basic evolutionary account. In doing so, the work of John Collier 
will be used to explicate a difficulty faced by some such evolutionary accounts, and a solution to that 
problem. An appreciation of the power of enaction in our understandings of the mind will throw into 
relief the question of motivations and goals. A brief foray into the cognitive scientific literature 
provides no extant theory of goals which might be used successfully to describe the agentic nature of 
our existence, so a sketch of an enactive framework is drawn before some of  the more potent 
implications of the enactive approach for consciousness studies are outlined. But first things first.

Rejecting Two Potential Counterexamples to Meaningful Consciousness

There are two possible counterexamples to the importance of meaningfulness in consciousness, 
which need to be addressed before we can get to the issue at hand. Firstly, is to point out that there 
are times or situations when we might be fully aware of something, but fail to grasp any meaning in 
it. One might read an article, for instance, but fail utterly to comprehend it. You might suffer some 
experience, but see no point to it, become thoroughly confused by it and be left unable to understand 
it, even at a very basic level.

A simple response to this argument is that such situations do not really involve a complete 
absence of  meaning. Rather, while there is meaning in it, it is not the kind of meaning that we want. 
One may read a sentence and fail to understand it, but could say many things  about it - what it 
sounds like when read aloud, whether it is a long or short sentence, if it is in a language we would 
normally understand. What is not available to us is its meaning in the context of the text in which the 
sentence is embedded. There might be a whole set of similar aspects of a confusing event that could 
be described and understood, but could not be fixed in any importantly relevant context. What is so 
frustrating about such situations is that we are aware of them, aware of some meaning in them, but 
are somehow prevented from grasping the meaning we feel is actually important, that is relevant to 



us and our goals.
Another way of arguing with the claim that meaning is fundamental to consciousness is to say 

that basic perceptual experiences might have no real meaning in and of themselves. What, after all, is 
particularly meaningful about a simple perception of redness? Or of pain? Is it not true, however, that 
a perception of red entails "there is something red", or, at the very least, " there is some redness"? 
This would be a very minimal kind of meaning, to be sure, but even this minimal form requires 
explanation if consciousness is to be grasped in its entirety.

Meaning What You Do and Doing What You Mean: The Enactive Approach

The enactive approach has yet to put forward a united front in the literature on consciousness 
and Cognitive Science. The term is used here in a somewhat sweeping fashion to refer to a related 
set of views and beliefs on the mind that have been gathering momentum in Cognitive Science over 
the past ten to fifteen years. Though there are differences in the details, and some strong 
disagreements amongst some of the proponents, certain themes and beliefs are common. Chief 
amongst these, and fundamental to the perspective, is the relationship between mind, body and 
world.

Varela, Thompson & Rosch (1991), argue that mind and world are enacted through the 
interaction between subject and object, observer and world. They reject the possibility of a 
completely pregiven observer or a completely pregiven world. There can be no conception of one 
without the other. The structures of the world allow the structures of the observer to exist, while the 
structures of the observer allow the structures of the world to be conceived and perceived. It is this 
complex interplay between the world and the subject which gives rise to meaning, the understanding 
of the world.

The enactive approach to Cognitive Science makes use of a quite different conception of the 
mind than more traditional information processing models. The mind, rather than receiving 
information, building representations and producing new knowledge, or outputting commands to the 
body, is intricately interwoven with its embodiment and its world. The enactive mind is not a passive 
recipient of information from the world, but actively engages with its environment, unbuffered by 
separable functions of perception and action (Hurley, 1998). This approach would draw upon and 
endorse a number of different research agendas becoming prevalent across the discipline. Perception, 
for instance, is not conceived as the transmission of information but more as an exploration of the 
world by various means (such as the active vision described by O'Regan & Noë (2001)). Cognition is 
not tied into the workings of an "inner mind", some cognitive core, but occurs in directed interaction 
between the body and the world it inhabits. The enactive mind is thus also an embodied mind, the 
enactive approach ties in with the growing literature on the role and value of embodiment. That the 
cognitive system owes more to its physical instantiation than previously thought is a conception 
given clear exposition by Clark (1997). He argues that the operation of the cognitive system is not 
general, and potentially arbitrary, information processing but is grounded in the details of the agent's 
embodiment. The enactive view means that thinking and action are radically goal-directed and 
constrained. This is not a medium-neutral mind. The specifics of embodiment matter for the specifics 
of cognition. The enactive approach would thus agree with the thinking of Glenberg (1997), when he 
argues that the human memory system is not for rote learning, but for guiding our actions in a 
complex three-dimensional and subtly social world. Similarly a change in thinking about working 
memory is called for, and might be found in the work of Ballard, Hayhoe, Pook & Rajesh (1997). 
Under their account, working memory is not necessarily about holding representations active in mind 
but about selecting and targeting embodied operations in the service of present goals. Finally, 
learning a skill is not about learning the relevant facts about the environment, but is about learning to 
control the dynamics of our relationship with that environment, here again other work in Cognitive 
Science finds just that (see Clark's (1997) analysis of Thelen & Smith's (1994) work on children 
learning to get around different kinds of obstacles while crawling, and then later when learning to 
walk).

Many of the cognitive functions, so often seen as requiring detailed "inner" representations need 
not rely on such representations, but can be successfully guided by the constraints imposed by the 



world itself  (Hutchins, 1995; O'Regan, 1992; Clark, 1997; O'Regan & Noë, 2001). The moral of the 
tale is that the mind is not removed from the world, tucked away inside the body, thinking its 
thoughts in some private office, receiving reports and sending out instructions. Rather, the mind 
exists in the interaction between embodiment and world. Its operations may cross the boundaries of 
the organism, become extended into its environment, and loop back in tighter or looser feedback 
relationships  (Hurley, 1998; Clark, 1997; Clark & Chalmers, 1998).

Enaction and the Importance of Perspective

The enactive approach binds meaning into the mutual constraint of subject and world, a complex 
feedback dynamic. Such feedback dynamics, however, cannot be sufficient for descriptions of mental 
content and thinking. Our intuitions regarding the mind require that the set of systems with complex 
feedback dynamics be much larger than the set of cognitive systems. The weather cannot think, 
surely, nor do the dynamics of population densities in predators and their prey deliberate. Hurley 
(1998) suggests that fundamental to the concept of cognition and consciousness is the concept of a 
perspective. While meaning may be a function of the complex causal relations in a dynamical system, 
what fixes that function (what effectively disambiguates the set of relations in some way) is a 
perspective. Hurley's purpose in her discussions of perspective (see Hurley 1998, particularly Essays 
2, 4, 5 and 9) is an analysis of the interdependence of perception and action in the mind, and she does 
not commit herself to any particular explanation of the phenomenon of perspective, though she 
suggests (Hurley, 1998, p.7) that an evolutionary approach may be employed to get a grip on things. 
Her purposes simply require that something be capable of fixing the inter-relationship between causal 
processes at a subpersonal level, and mental content at the personal level at particular times.

A complete dynamic theory of meaning, built on the likes of Susan Hurley's approach, accepts an 
active nature for the cognitive system. It argues for an interdependence between perception, action 
and cognition and requires some explanation for the existence of perspective to value the complex of 
feedback that is the embodied organism.

 An Appeal to Evolution, a Problem and a Solution

A simple way of addressing the question of perspective might be to appeal to evolution, claiming 
that natural selection made it that way. This will in fact be the approach taken in the present paper. 
However, following a line of argument put forward by John Collier (2000), it can be suggested that 
to focus on natural selection alone will leave us with an incomplete or at least a less intuitively 
correct explanation of perspective.

Collier (2000) argues that the typical stance taken in dealing with evolution (to trot out the 
unassailable logic of differential reproduction) misses something important. Under this typical view, 
function is defined in terms of its ultimate value to differential reproduction. Collier (2000), however, 
argues that this view focuses broadly on the general case of the lineage and plays down the 
importance of the individual case, the function in terms of a specific animal. It is at this specific 
individual level that the many functions must operate in order to be selected. Collier thus suggests 
that some evolutionary accounts confuse consequences with causes. The cause is the usefulness to 
the individual animal, the consequence, selection.

Collier claims that etiological accounts of function (those which emphasize pure selection) 
mostly ignore the organizational requirements of biological entities, even when this organization may 
play an important role in the function in question. Such purely selectionist accounts can lead us into 
an erroneous modular account which fails to appreciate the importance of the configuration and 
flexibility of capacities. Selection acts as a limiting but not determining factor on functionality. In 
order to be selected, a trait must already be functional - that is why it is selected in the first place. 
The functionality of a trait can often be determined without any knowledge of the origins of that 
trait. Thus, the perspective of the individual animal is important in the identification and analysis of 
characteristics (including, presumably, cognitive characteristics).

However, this is not to deny the validity of the evolutionary approach, but simply to shift the 
focus of its analytical spotlight. Collier's (2000) point is that functions should be understood within 



the framework of a set of organizational requirements which themselves may be best understood in 
terms of natural selection. To elide this individual level of value of a trait, and jump straight to the 
value for the lineage, will be to miss something non-trivial. Collier is thus arguing that an 
understanding of the emergence of an individual perspective is essential to an understanding of the 
kinds of functions, cognitive functions, that we are interested in.

Collier's (2000) aim is to provide some means of allowing traits to be valued (and thus 
considered functional or not functional) in the individual case. To this end, he employs the concept of 
autonomy. In a 2002 paper, he defines autonomy as follows:

A system is autonomous if and only if the organization of internal aspects of system processes is the 
dominant factor in the system's self-preservation making itself and the processes that contribute to 
autonomy functional. 

(Collier, 2002)

This view is informed by Maturana & Varela's (1980, 1987) concept of autopoiesis, but is less 
absolute, admitting of gradations where autopoiesis is all or nothing. Nevertheless, Collier's approach 
can be put to use, allowing us to drive an individual system into a gauntlet where it must sacrifice its 
autonomy and become indistinguishable as an entity independent of its environment or risk 
disintegration in being insensitive and unadaptable to its environment. Life is dynamic, but those 
dynamics are not open-ended. A system which does not in some way maintain some kind of 
boundary between itself and the dynamics of the world surrounding it is essentially indistinguishable 
from that world. The weather is not alive, because its open dynamics do not distinguish it in any real 
way from the broader physical system in which it is embedded. On the other extreme, however, a 
rock may have a much more constrained dynamics, but these are constrained almost to the point of 
non-existence. A rock has no dynamics at a global level of description which might allow us to 
distinguish it as a entity as anything more then the sum of its physical parts. In such a gauntlet of 
distinction and unity do life and cognition develop.

The Centrality of Goals

The enactive approach encourages a more holistic view of the mind and cognition than more 
traditional perspectives, placing cognitive functions in a context of embodiment, evolutionary 
history, or personal and physical constraint. The cognitive system is conceived as active rather than 
reactive.1 Meaning is bound up in the dynamics of the system and those dynamics, under the enactive 
approach, describe an agent. These are by implication dynamics of goal-directedness. This is a 
concept which the different aspects of the literature have orbited, but which has not yet been given 
the central place in our thinking about thinking that it deserves. The mind is engaged in satisfying the 
needs, desires and goals of the organism. This simple fact appears to run behind all of the aspects of 
the enactive approach. In satisfying these needs universal computation and representation are not 
generally necessary. In order to understand an agent's behavior you must deal with the specific 
context of the limits and demands of its embodiment. The fact that these demands and constraints are 
not arbitrary but directed at some end is skirted continually in enactive writings, but no one, as yet, 
seems to have driven this point home: To explain what it is the mind does we must offer an explicit 
account of motivation and goals. More so, as these operate at all levels of cognitive function, this 
account cannot assume conceptual capacities or representational functions of the kind in which 
cognitive theories typically traffic. The enactive approach plays down the omnipresence of such 
capacities in cognition.

Conceptions of Goals Extant in Psychology

As we have seen, other aspects of the enactive approach were presaged or independently 
proposed within different domains of Cognitive Science. Might this be the same for a theory of 
goals? Psychology, as representative of cognitive scientific work includes many theories which make 
reference to motivational states or goals. However, those theories extant within Psychology tend to 



hold definitions of goals as either explicitly representational or implicit and assumed. Social and 
personality theories such as Bandura's (1992, 1997), or Mischel & Shoda's (1995) have increasingly 
emphasized the manner in which actions are driven and directed by an agent's goals, but the level of 
description of these goals tends to be at the level of personhood, self-esteem and self-efficacy. A 
range of such evaluative concepts are described by these and similar theories, and while they may 
count as a challenging particular case to a general theory of motivation, they resist easy integration 
into a perspective on the mind which denies the prevalence of conceptually driven thought. Social 
and personality theories are description at too high a level, then, for what we need. We might turn to 
more analytic, cognitive approaches.

The torrent of research over the past decade on executive function is much more usefully pitched 
at a subpersonal level of explanation. However, it appears to take the concept of goals as a given, a 
starting point for theory and experiment. This research has seemed to focus on the processes 
involved in adopting, following and switching between goals, but the concept of goals themselves is 
implicit. Selective attention, choosing to focus consciousness on certain stimuli rather than others is 
typically evidence of goal-directed cognition (Duncan, 2001). However, research on selective 
attention tends to stipulate or assume the goal to be followed. We have significant control over what 
we pay attention to, and attention focuses cognitive effort, but precisely what the goal in question is 
or how it is instantiated in the system is far from clear. Research into selective attention's 
counterpart, inhibition (Wegner, 1997; Wegner & Wenzlaff, 1996), suffers from a similar problem, as 
do monitoring (Norman & Shallice, 1986) and task-switching  (Monsell, 2003; 1996). These 
different streams of research highlight the control that we human beings are capable of exerting over 
our cognitive functions, but either seek a mechanistic account where goals are unnecessary 
constructs or assume the existence of goals and work at higher levels of description, attempting to 
explain how they are followed.

More venerable research traditions in Cognitive Science have more to say on goals, but for the 
main part fail as an adequate explanation in one of these two ways. Newell & Simon's (1972) 
problem-space theory of problem solving effectively uses goals as representational reference values. 
These do not drive the system, but act as data for some comparator function to determine whether or 
not the goal state is present or absent. The rather rigid contexts required to assess this theory (which 
appears to remain without significant challenge as a framework for problem solving theory: Hunt, 
1994, Eysenck & Keane, 2000) predetermine the goals of participants. A problem is often presented 
as a puzzle to solve, where the problem dimensions and valid operations are few. More naturalistic 
problem solving, in more fluid environments, slides into the arena of naturalistic decision making. A 
new process-tracing research paradigm (see Crozier & Ranyard, 1997) has moved substantially away 
from normative accounts (such as Tversky & Kahneman's prospect theory, 1979). This new 
approach has given rise to a change in description of the entire process. No longer is described an 
early information gathering stage at the end of which some evaluative function divides the best (or 
least worst) response from the also-rans. Decisions are dynamic negotiations between the agent and 
world in which some early choice is made and then used as the launch point for a series of 
interdependent evaluations, option-differentiation and decision-consolidation processes, wrapped in 
an action-feedback cycle that the new approaches consider central to the way decisions are made. 
Here too, however, goals remain described at a fairly personal and intuitive level, with no real means 
available of analyzing the concept in terms amenable to an enactive perspective.

An Enactive Framework for Understanding Goals

The enactive approach, under the view presented here, demands a means to understand ends. 
Contemporary Cognitive Science can offer some suggestions but few real answers. What follows will 
roughly sketch the outline of a framework that might be useful in structuring our thinking on this 
issue, a framework that might successfully bridge the space between a minimal case of enactive 
potential and the complex self-governed dynamics that we humans seem to enjoy.

The minimal case must occur at the origin of perspective. A result of evolution, we might expect 
this minimal case to be impossible to define precisely, but to be the low end of a gradient of entities 
for whom the world holds some implication. At this simple level we might expect there to be some 



system which operates to maintain itself, has autonomy, and therefore impacts on the system from its 
environment will affect it in positive and negative ways (no simply neutral occurrences here, the 
world implies something for this system). The system will have basic interests which must be 
maintained, and if it is not structured in such a way as to serve those interests, it will not survive for 
long. The minimal case of enaction, then, is governed by interests which are basic concerns of an 
autonomous living system. Life regulatory processes such as homeostasis might be considered the 
basic instantiation of interests. Being basic, these values are also immediate and inflexible. A creature 
which operates only according to interests will have no possibility of either prediction or memory, 
slaved to the immediate state of its basic motivations. Some simple single cell organisms and some 
plants can be considered in this category, where the current impact of the environment on the 
organism controls its movements, but does so in the interests of that organism. Think, for instance, 
of the manner in which a glucose gradient drives the flagella of a bacterium so that it will move into 
richer fields of nutrients.

Given some flexibility, interests and the actions they produce might become sensitive to context, 
so that the relationship between stimulus and response is less rigid. Flexibility will be constrained by 
the fundamental organization of the creature around its interests, but even a limited flexibility may 
allow contexts and actions to be loosely configurable. Following Susan Hurley (2003) such flexibility 
may provide for a coarse combinatorial structure between means and ends and the possibility of 
action in error (hence normativity). Hurley argues that these two criteria are sufficient for describing 
the agent in question as acting according to reasons (and that these reasons are not simply attributed, 
but exist at the appropriate level of description of the agent).

The development of symbol use and voluntary memory allows human beings to control their 
cognitive context in an ad-hoc and arbitrary manner. The world becomes suffused with meaning 
layered ever-thicker by every new commitment we make. You may look at your watch and  say that 
it is eight o'clock. This has a number of possible meanings, but if you are intending to catch a plane at 
half past nine it becomes even more loaded with meaning for you. We weave rich tapestries of 
habitual goals over our life-span, but it is in the light of having such self-generated goals, purposes, 
that our world is so rich with implication.

This gradient of interests, with limited body-specific implications, to reasons, with context-
dependent but flexible action-specific implications, to purposes with context-configurable but 
commitment-specific implications is offered as a first-step to scaffolding a general understanding of 
the goal-directed structure of enaction. Goal-directedness, under the enactive approach, is 
fundamental to and constitutive of the mind. This has dramatic ramifications for consciousness.

What it Means for Consciousness

Theories of consciousness often take awareness to be prior to motivation. Motivation and goals 
may be accepted as having some organizing and structuring role in consciousness, but play no 
constitutive part. The radically goal-directed nature of mind, an implication, it is argued here, of the 
enactive view, turns this view on its head. The meaningfulness that is so central to consciousness 
depends on a bedrock of motivation.

Antonio Damasio (1999) has made emotions the core of his theory of consciousness. His account 
is integrable within an enactive framework, acknowledging as he does the importance of embodiment 
(Damasio, 1994) and the grounding of consciousness in life regulatory processes (Damasio 1999, 
1994). His Descartes' Error puts forward a theory emphasizing the organizational role of emotions 
over basic and higher cognitive processes. He developed from this his view of emotions and feelings 
as underpinning the very basis of consciousness. From an enactive perspective this would seem to be 
a promising road to follow. Though Damasio has laid the foundation for thinking in these terms his 
own principal aim has been to identify the neural circuitry responsible for maintaining these 
functions. A complete enactive theory of content and consciousness will be broader than this, 
encompassing all possible forms of instantiating awareness. Damasio also relies on concepts of 
"maps" and representations which, while not a major difficulty for integration, require some 
explication in more dynamic terms. Also, the relationship between emotions and goals (which may be 
one of identity) will need further analysis to follow this line of investigation. There are numerous 



accounts to choose as a starting point, Damasio's own, those of Panksepp (1998), Lazarus (1991), 
Frijda (Frijda & Moffat, 1993; Frijda & Swagerman, 1987), or Power & Dagleish (1999) to name 
but a few. Each provides challenges for integration into the enactive framework, but each maintains a 
prominent role for emotion and motivation in cognitive function and consciousness. This foundation 
of evaluative and motivational issues underlying consciousness potentially has a more wide-sweeping 
implication for our investigations, however.

Many theories of consciousness in contemporary consciousness studies seem to stress the "how" 
question of consciousness. It is this determined focus: "how could any physical system be 
conscious?", "how can it feel like something to ....?" that stands behind the so-called hard problem of 
consciousness (Chalmers, 1995). The goal-focused enactive approach presented here sidesteps this 
issue somewhat, suggesting that the more sensible question is not "how?" but "why?". The points put 
forward in this paper suggest that the kinds of meaning that are constitutive of our conscious 
experiences are formed on the basis of sensitivity to relevant relationships between subjects and 
world. Perspective is formed of dynamic relationships which define a teleological gradient which in 
turn defines a gradient of implications. Given a system defined by an agent and the implications of 
the world for that agent, it may seem more appropriate to ask how could it not feel like something. 
To claim that consciousness can somehow be conceived of independently of this relationship of 
meaning, steeped in the facts of embodiment and dynamics, challenges the claim that consciousness 
is meaningful. Such views, attempting to explain how there can be such things as “qualia”  or 
“subjective feels”  are forced to make the further step of explaining the relationship between 
subjective feels and the meaningfulness that consciousness seems to enjoy. If the contents of 
consciousness are indeed meaningful, an assumption of the arguments of the present paper, then this 
might be to take a divide-and-conquer strategy to explaining consciousness a step too far. Perhaps 
there's been a little too much dividing, and not enough conquering.

The enactive perspective, then, will find it more productive to focus on why something is 
experienced in this way rather than that. This will be to move the emphasis, as Hurley & Noë (2003) 
do, from an absolute explanatory gap (“how can physical systems be conscious at all?”) to a 
comparative one (“how do different forms of consciousness differ from one another?”).  Addressing 
such questions will involve not just a first-person approach to conscious states, but a richly context 
sensitive approach in which the interests, reasons and purposes of the subject are given account. The 
functions of consciousness and its structure are the target of such a context-sensitive approach. 
Merlin Donald (2001) has argued vehemently for a move to such a "why"-focused view. Donald 
arrived at this conclusion not from a theoretical standpoint, not via an enactive perspective, but 
through survey of a wealth of data concerning cognition and neural function. The enactive approach 
may provide a fresh perspective on old data, and more productive approaches to future research; 
fresh questions from a new set of assumptions.

How we view consciousness, as passive froth on cognitive function, or active and goal-directed 
"all the way down"; as abstract information processor or grounded in real world embodied 
constraints: these things are once more in review. The dynamic and deliberate nature of 
consciousness has be thrown into stark new relief by the enactive approach.
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Notes
1.  Reactive conceptions of mind are prevalent in both behaviorist and many cognitivist accounts. 
The cognitive system seems often given the job of keeping track of the world in a dispassionate 
fashion, developing representational perceptions and drawing inferences in algorithmic determinism, 
driven by data. 
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